Union Council Agenda
Monday 3rd February 2020
6.30pm – Union Council
Meeting Room 1, Student Central
Position

Name

Attendance
21st
Oct

Student Presidents
President of SU

Isobel Hall

President of Activities

Tom McNamara

President of
Education
President of Sport

Simeon Orduen

President of
Inclusivity & Diversity
Governance Zone

Abi Morris

Councillor for Scrutiny

Miguel Beedle

Councillor for Scrutiny

VACANT

Chair of Union Council

Jessica Clunan

Environment & Ethics
Rep
Activities Zone

Siobhan Pickering

Councillor for Scrutiny
Councillor for Scrutiny

Eleanor
Woodhouse
VACANT

Chair of RAG

Jacob Thorne

LINKS

Jack Wade

Society Mentor
(shared vote)

Huey Arslan

Erin Pettit

Antonia De Lancey
Monty Coyle

Media Rep (shared
vote)

Jack Wilfran
Ellis Leonard
Maddie Callaghan

HYMS Societies Rep

Riya

Education Zone
Councillor for Scrutiny

Lotti Binns

Councillor for Scrutiny

VACANT

Part-time Students

VACANT

18th
Nov

9th
Dec

3rd
Feb

9th
Mar

Officer
Foundation Students
Officer
Mature Students
Officer
Postgraduate Taught
Officer
Postgraduate
Research Officer
International
Students Officer
HYMS Students
Officer
Faculty Rep of Arts,
Cultures & Education
Faculty Rep of Science
& Engineering
Faculty Rep of Law &
Politics
Faculty Rep of Health
Sciences
Sport Zone

Caspar Nicholas

Councillor for Scrutiny

Ryan Parker

Councillor for Scrutiny

VACANT

AU Participation and
Engagement Officer

Oghenetrjiri
Eruviadege-Cousin

AU Inclusivity and
Diversity Officer

Vanessa Igbenabor

AU Non BUCS Rep

Megan
Greenwood
Jenny Lawrence

AU BUCS Officer

Marc Brooke
VACANT
Emily Birch
VACANT
VACANT
Eeshaan Singh
Basu
Sanaa Sabir
Katharine Coates
Saalo Sparkes

Rep for Women in
Lucy Satur
Sport
Rep for Disabled
VACANT
Students in Sport
Rep for International
VACANT
Students in Sport
Inclusivity & Diversity Zone
Councillor for Scrutiny

Jim Smith

Councillor for Scrutiny

VACANT

Social Mobility and
Class Representative
LGBT+ Rep

VACANT

Trans Rep

Natalie KreterKillian
Hannah Burgess

Women’s Rep

Eve Kyte

Disabled Students
Rep
BAME Rep

Chloe Marshall
Anotidaishe
Manjanja

1. Adoption of agenda – Voted to add zone reports to the meeting. 11 in favour, none opposed.
This will be point 6A. Agenda adopted.
2. Apologies for absence (for acceptance) – Tom McNamara (President of Activities), Miguel
Beedle (Councillor for Scrutiny), Jim Smith (Councillor for Scrutiny), Sanaa Sabir (Faculty Rep
Science and Engineering), Eeshaan Singh Basu (Faculty Rep Arts, Cultures and Education), Jack
Wade (LINKS Chair), Lucy Satur (Rep for Women in Sport), Jenny Lawrence (AU BUCS Officer),
Vanessa Igbenabor (AU Inclusivity and Diversity Officer), Ryan Parker (Councillor for Scrutiny)
3. Pronoun policy – Introductions and pronouns were given.
4. Co-opting of new Part-Time Officers (if relevant) –LGBT+ officer: Natalie Kreter-Killian 12 in
favour, none opposed. HYMS Society Reps – Riya, 12 in favour, none opposed.
5. Minutes from previous meeting (to note) (PAPER A) – Minutes approved.
6. President Accountability Reports (to note)
6.1. President of the Students’ Union (PAPER B) – Lotti Binns (LB) asked about President’s
upcoming meetings with Diana Johnson and Emma Hardy. Isobel Hall (IH) provided dates
of meetings for information.

6.2. President of Education (PAPER C) – LB asked where the President of Education’s 3rd
priority is. Simeon Oruden (SO) advised, due to holiday and time out of the office there
has been no work done on the 3rd priority.
6.3. President of Inclusivity and Diversity (PAPER D) – Abi Morris (AB) advised due to holidays
and time out of the office, there has been no work done on the 3rd priority.

6.4. President of Activities (PAPER E) – Tom McNamara (TM) sent apologies. No questions for
President of Activities.

6.5. President of Sport (PAPER F) – Erin Pruitt (EP) advised that she, like the rest of the
presidents, has been unable to do much work on the 3rd priority. Provided a brief report
on the BUCS regional meeting.

6.6. Governance Zone- Evie Kyte (EK) Women’s Officer, provided the governance report.
Discussed how to get students more engaged in council. Additional Costs, Climate
Change, Part Time Officers and attendance. Discussed the renaming of the student union
from Hull University Union to Hull Students’ Union. There was a discussion to include
Zone meetings into attendance requirements for PTOs. It has been noted there is a lack
of a Chair for Education Zone meetings.

6.7. Education Zone- Simeon Orduen (SO) provided report. Advised there have been a few
challenges in the zone, such as attendance, but this issue has started to improve for SSF.
SO agreed that there have been challenges to the academic rep system. The University’s
financial issues has had an impact on the course reps/faculty reps. SO appreciates
presence of the councillor for scrutiny, it has been very beneficial to the zone. EK asked
about elections and how SO plans to engage with officers. SO, does not have a plan at

this time. Nicole Steele (NS) provided explanation of how elections are going to go this
year.

SO advised there was an agreement from University they intend to allow part time
students to be eligible for scholarships. LB asked about a short term plan for course reps
(education zone open meeting), has had a conversation with marketing regarding this.
Advised this will be improved.
6.8. Diversity & Inclusivity – EK provided report. There zone is working on a Trans day of
remembrance. AM and Hannah Burgess (HB), Trans Representative, are working on
getting gender neutral toilets. EK has been working on Reclaim the Night, promoting
self-defence classes and consent training.

6.9. Activities Zone – Met on 27th January, SEC adopt a society page is on the HUU website
now. RAG are working on RAG week, the Annual fundraising week it is across the country.
There will be media training. Hull Fire is looking to print sometime this year, it will be
smaller and less copies printed. Links volunteers has invested over 700hrs since last
semester. They have new equipment and have raised over £200. Links is currently trying
to fundraise for defibrillator. IH asked how Student media will be promoted.

6.10.Sport Zone – EP provided report. Advise there hasn’t been a zone meeting yet, due to
EP’s recent illness. EP intends on having a Zone meeting via email so it will be done as
soon as possible. The next meeting will be in line with UC. Planned the AU ball and it was
a successful event. Varsity meeting received £6K from the University, there will be a lot of
marketing planning around the money received.
7. Verbal Motion Updates
A summary of the intended outcomes of each motion is supplied in the papers (PAPER G)
7.1. Healthy Eating M.1819-28 – Tom McNamara - tabled to next meeting
7.2. Accountability of Presidents M.1819-37 – Isobel Hall -Discussed at UEC. Advised the
accountability practice has been a positive experience.
7.3. Consent Training M.1920-5 – Evie Kyte – EK has met with Student Life Team about
improved consent training. They would like to have a pilot training next semester. Met
with Sara from Wellbeing services, she was very happy with the content of the training.
She has a meeting with the Office of Students, this meeting will be in the next few weeks
to discuss what they think about consent training. Over March, EK would like to
potentially combine it with asking student questions/survey from students. EK would like
to roll this out to sport and societies first.

7.4. Sharps bins on campus M.1920-6 – Abi Morris – AB has been doing research regarding
the sharps bins for students. AB has a meeting with head of EDI to find out who she
needs to talk to, to get this done.

8. New General Business
8.1. M.1920 - 8 – Motion for Hull University Union to lobby the University of Hull to eradicate
all additional costs to students, and offer a bursary to cover any additional costs
experienced by students (PAPER H) – IH presented additional costs motion.
General questions:

How much will this cost the Uni? IH advised she is unsure, however Leicester University
provided £100 per student.
Will students be able to claim the bursary each year? IH advised the ambition is to have
the bursary accessible to everyone, every year. IH would also like this to include postgrad
students.
Will this replace the Hardship? IH advised she is not happy with the hardship scholarship
as students have to ‘jump through hoops’ to get it.
Will you lobby to cover additional cost for sport? IH advised Nottingham has created a
sports bursary.
Would the money be limiting to students? This is something IH would like to look into a
bit more.
Appeals process for University? IH advised these are details that still need to be figured
out.
Chair asked for points of debate: No points of debate
In favour: 13 opposed: 0 abstained: 0
Motion passed
8.2. M.1920 - 9 Motion to make Hull University Union’s elections more environmentally
friendly (PAPER I) HA presented motion.
HA advised the motion is more about encouraging and emphasising recycling election
papers and marketing material rather than enforcing it.
A question was raised whether it would be worth it to extend this to Societies and Sport.
HA advised can’t tell them they have to have recycling.
A question was raised about where the paper would be sourced from? HA advised there
are a number of places that will print on recycled paper
IH advised if this is approved, the campaign budget for candidates would be need to be
increased.
Jacob Thorne (JT) requested to amend the motion to include Societies and Sports.
Natalie Kreter-Krillian (NKK) asked if guests are on campus how would this be enforced?
HA advised HUU would not require them to recycle but would encourage it.
No further points of debate.
13 in favour of amended motion, 0 opposed, 0 abstained
Amended motion to include Societies and Clubs has passed.

8.3. M.1920 – 10 Motion to designate toilets as campaign-free zones during Hull University
Union’s elections, by-elections and campaigns (PAPER J) – Huey presented motion.
AM asked if this includes all campaigns as the motion states?

Huey amended motion to clarify this is strictly for HUU elections and by elections, not
general campaigns.
13 in favour of amendment, 0 opposed.
General Questions:
What is the point of the motion?
HA advised students have felt uncomfortable staring at candidates while using the
facilities. Advised the quantity of the posters in the toilets is too much.
No further points of debate.
12 in favour of motion, 0 opposed, 1 abstained
8.4. M.1920 – 11 Motion to move the International Students Officer role from the Education
Zone to the Inclusivity and Diversity Zone (PAPER K) - AM presented the motion.
General Questions:
How are you going to ensure there is a link to the academic zone?
AM advised, in the new Standing Order (SO) the International Students Officer will still sit
on the senate and academic representation will still be present.
Procedural motion and will move the motion to the next UC meeting. No opposition to
this. This item of business has been adjourned to the next meeting in March.

9. Any Other Business (AOB)
It was Women’s Rep Evie Kyte’s birthday. UC sang Happy Birthday to celebrate the day of her
birth.
IH asked UC to take picture with the additional costs survey sign.
HB raised a question as to why there are so few people that attend Union Council. IH advised
this is something that accountability officers should look into. IH also advised officers can pass
a motion of caution and stated that York Students’ Union names and shames students who
don’t attend Union Council meetings.
HA advised placard making is happening tomorrow at 2pm in Student Central for the next
Climate Strike on 14th February.
Meeting adjourned.
Next meeting – Monday 9th March 6.30pm, MR1

Annex A
SO2008
STANDING ORDER GOVERNING
RAISING AND GIVING COMMITTEE
(RAG)
1. FUNCTIONS

1. The Raising and Giving Committee (RAG) shall be
responsible for facilitating student fundraising, with the aim of
raising as much money as possible by legitimate means for
the benefit of local, national and international charities. All
members of Hull University Union are eligible to be members
of the Raising and Giving Committee.

2. MEMBERSHIP

2. The voting membership of the Committee shall be:

1. The Chair RAG (3.1) shall be elected by cross campus

ballot in accordance with SO 8001.
(i) In the event of the resignation of the Chair RAG, the Vice- Chair
(Challenges) (3.2) and Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) shall take on the
responsibilities until a temporary Chair is elected in by the
Committee. They will hold office until the next cross campus
election.
2. Elected by RAG members at the Annual General Meeting:
1. Vice-Chair (Challenges)
2. Vice-Chair (Events)
3. Publicity Officer
4. Volunteers Coordinator
5. General Secretary

3. Selected by the RAG Committee and Charity Partners,
where applicable:
1. Challenge Leaders

Any committee member who fails (without apologies or
reasonable explanation) to attend two consecutive Committee
meetings in any one semester, or who loses a vote of no
confidence shall be deemed to have resigned.

3. ELECTIONS

3. The election of voting members of the Committee is to be
as follows:
1. The Chair, once annually, in accordance with the Hull
University Union Articles and Bye Laws and SO 8001;
elections to be held in Semester Two, position to be held
from Week 1, Semester One of the following academic
year.
2. All members of the Committee other than the Chairperson,
annually at a General Meeting of RAG members, in
accordance with Standing Order 8008.
3. The Chair RAG will be a member of the Activities Zone and
a voting member of Council.

Executive Positions:
1. RAG Chair
The RAG Chair (3.1) is responsible for:
1. Overseeing the running of RAG as a whole, including
assuming overall responsibility for the output of the
Committee. The Chair will hold a veto on all decisions,
unless there is a two- thirds vote against the veto.
2. Sitting on the Union Council to represent the
views and opinions raised in RAG.
3. Working with the RAG Committee to coordinate

RAG activities.
4. Chairing Committee Meetings.
5. Meeting regularly with other Executive Chairs at the
Activity Zone and working with them for the growth of
each department within the Union.
6. Meeting regularly with the President of Activities
(7) and working with them to develop RAG.
7. Working with the outgoing Chair, President of
Activities (7) and the relevant Hull University Union Staff
Member to develop a plan for the coming year, including
but not limited to: Major Events, Challenge Trips and
Key Charity Partnerships.
8. Signing off on all RAG paying out forms, alongside the
General Secretary (3.6), where valid.
9. Working with the General Secretary (3.6) to create
the agenda for Committee Meetings and
publishing it on the RAG Google Drive at least 24
hours in advance of the meeting. Any action points
that are decided in Committee Meetings must be on
the agenda for the following meeting to ensure that
the actions were taken.
10.Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com email account
regularly and responding appropriately.

2. Vice-Chair (Challenges)
The Vice Chair (Challenges) (3.2) is responsible for:
1. If the Chair RAG (3.1) steps down or is voted out of
their position, the Vice-Chair (Challenges) (3.2) will
become Acting Co Chair alongside the Vice-Chair
(Events) (3.3) until such time as an Emergency General
Meeting (9) can be held and a replacement Chair coopted into the Union Council.
2. Ensuring the training of Challenge Leaders (3.8) is
completed, hosting regular meetings with Challenge
Leaders (3.8) to track their progress, helping with any
problems, and ensuring the success of all Challenges.
3. Communicating regularly with the relevant charities
about their trips, in particular having knowledge of
struggling fundraisers.
4. Bringing to the attention of the Chair RAG (3.1) any
issues with recruits or Challenge Leaders (3.8).
5. To not be a Challenge Leader (3.8) themselves,
to avoid a conflict of interest.
6. Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com regularly and
responding appropriately.

3. Vice-Chair (Events)
The Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) are responsible for:

1. If the RAG Chair (3.1) steps down or is voted out of
their position, the Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) will become
Acting Co Chair alongside the Vice-Chair (Challenges)
(3.2) until such time as an Emergency General Meeting
(9) can be held and a replacement Chair co-opted into
the Union Council.
2. The planning and running of all non-challenge related
fundraising events organised by RAG such as RAG
Week etc.
3. Liaising with the Publicity Officer (3.4) to ensure
a successful promotion of all RAG events.
4. Helping the Chair RAG (3.1) to create a plan of events
for the year over the summer following elections.
5. Planning events far in advance and promoting the
opportunities available, to aid the Volunteer Coordinator
(3.5) in their role.
6. Working with the Volunteer Coordinator (3.5) to
oversee the recruitment and training of new and
current RAG volunteers and to ensure that they
follow the volunteer Agreement as determined by
the Committee.
7. Organising and attending Volunteer meetings
alongside the Volunteer Coordinator (3.5) to
relay information from the committee to
volunteers
8. Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com email account

regularly and responding appropriately.

4. Publicity Officer
The Publicity Officer (3.4) is responsible for:
1. The planning and running of all promotions of
RAG-related events.
2. Legally creating or obtaining any artwork,
posters/flyers/cover photos at least two weeks in
advance for an event. Being responsible to purchase
these on the condition that they will be reimbursed from
the RAG Budget.
3. Ensuring that all RAG-related events are promoted no
less than two weeks in advance. Liaising with the Chair
RAG (3.1), Vice-Char (Challenges) (3.2) and the ViceChair (Events) (3.3) to ensure the successful promotion
of RAG events and challenges.
4. Keeping all RAG social media accounts
updated and engaging.
5. Liaising with Hull University Union Media groups and
ensuring that RAG events are reported on and
promoted.
6. Working with the Chair RAG (3.1) to increase
engagement from a variety of students.

7. Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com email
account regularly and responding
appropriately.
5. Volunteers Coordinator
The Volunteers Coordinator (3.5) is responsible for:
1. Working with the RAG Chair (3.1) and ViceChair (Events) (3.3) to increase volunteer
participation in events.
2. Working with the Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) to
oversee the recruitment and training of new and
current RAG volunteers and to ensure that they
follow the volunteer Agreement as determined by
the Committee
3. Organising and attending Volunteer meetings
alongside the Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) to relay
information from the committee to volunteers
4. Planning events such as bag-packs, cake
sales, raids etc.
5. Promoting all volunteer-based events and
working with the Publicity Officer (3.4) to ensure
the successful promotion of these events.
6. Ensuring the safety and welfare of students on
raids. This means having contact details and next
of kin details and checking in on the student on the
raid at least once throughout the day.

7. Ensuring the general welfare of volunteers at all
events, for example ensuring they have
sufficient breaks if they are volunteering for
more than four hours.
8. Obtaining the necessary permits to do
collections for non-challenge related charities.
9. Focusing on building relationships with sports
teams and societies.
10. Working with the Publicity Officer (3.4) to
promote all events, challenges and volunteer
opportunities to these students.
11. Working to improve the diversity and inclusion
in RAG.
12. Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com email
account regularly and responding
appropriately.

6. General Secretary
The General Secretary (3.6) is responsible for:
1. Being in charge of the RAG budget and fundraising
spreadsheets, updating them regularly. Coordinating
with the Challenge Leaders (3.7) and Vice-Chair
(Challenges) (3.2) to receive any relevant fundraising
totals.

2. Coordinating with the Vice-Chair (Challenges) (3.2) to
receive details of fundraising pages for their relevant
groups.
3. Meeting with the Chair RAG (3.1), and the relevant
Hull University Union Staff Member regarding the RAG
budget a minimum of once per semester.
4. Signing off on all RAG paying out forms, alongside
the Chair RAG (3.1), where valid.
5. Communicating with charities to notify them of an
upcoming event to raise money for them; to retrieve
payment information; and to ascertain if they can help
by sending items such as banners, t-shirts or raffle
prizes, to minimise the pressure on the RAG budget.
6. Taking minutes in Committee Meetings and
publishing them on the RAG Google Drive page
within 24 hours. (It will be taken that Committee
Members agree to the minutes if they do not state
otherwise within 24 hours of the minutes being
posted.)
7. Keeping a file with contact details for all
committee members, to be placed on the RAG
google drive.
8. Keeping a file with contact details of all members who
sign up to RAG Hull at Welcomefest and Welcomefest,
The Reunion, as well as those who enquire about more
information from us at any time. This file, and the
subsequent mailing list, is to be placed on the RAG
google drive and be kept updated throughout the year.

9. Booking rooms for all meetings at least two weeks in
advance (unless the meeting is planned at the last
minute).
10.Checking the huu.rag@gmail.com email account
daily and replying to emails appropriately or passing
them on to the relevant Committee member(s)

7. Challenge Leaders
1. Challenge leaders (3.7) are in charge of their
specific challenge trip.
2. It is their responsibility to seek out training from the
charity through the Vice-Chair (Challenges) (3.2).
3. This position is not elected at the AGM (8), instead
they are selected through a nomination process in the
Committee, working with the challenge related charities
to select a suitable candidate.
4. They are jointly responsible, with the Publicity Officer
(3.4), for the promotion and recruitment of their trip.
5. Challenge Leaders work with their respective
challenge providers and are expected to act as a good

ambassador for the company, charity and the University.
6. They are required to attend regular meetings with the
Vice-Chair (Challenges) (3.2) to report on their recruits’
progress, work through any issues that are being had
and ensure that the Committee is constantly updated.
7. The Challenge Leaders are responsible for the
success of their own trips.
8. They are to have regular meetings with their recruits
and to keep their Facebook groups active and engaging,
with all information from the regular meetings posted on
there to ensure everyone has all the information they
need.
9. They are to keep an up-to-date spreadsheet with all
trip recruits’ online fundraising pages, their ongoing
totals, and any required notes on recruits.
10. They are required to book rooms for any trip- related
meetings, including but not limited to: information
meetings, welcome meetings,
weekly meetings and departure meetings.
11. They are required to book bucket collections for
their charity if required.
12. They are to inform the General Secretary (3.6) of any
relevant fundraising pages from their recruits and to help
keep the RAG fundraising spreadsheet updated.

4. DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY RAISED

4. RAG will transfer money to charities through their account
held with the Hull University Union Cash Office.

5. RAG will keep track of other student fundraising totals, where
possible, to collate a full University total for the year.

5. GENERAL PROCEDURE

6. Committee: The Committee will attend all RAG meetings
convened and take responsibility for their duties as expressed in
these standing orders and shall encourage all members to attend
meetings and have an involvement with RAG projects.

7. President of Activities, Hull University Union: The President of
Activities (7) shall liaise with the Chair (3.1) (or Vice- Chair
(Challenges) (3.2) and Vice-Chair (Events) (3.3) in
their absence) in a meeting once a month regarding RAG
projects and issues.

8. Annual General Meeting (AGM): The Committee shall be
required to hold an Annual General Meeting to elect the

Committee for the following academic year once a new
Chair RAG (3.1) has been elected during the Part-time
officer elections, as agreed upon by the Committee. Should
no Chair RAG (3.1) be elected then the AGM will be
conducted once the part-time officer elections have
concluded with the President of Activities (7) presiding
over the meeting.

9. Emergency General Meeting (EGM)
6. At least two weeks’ notice must be given before an EGM.
7. At least 5 members must be present for an EGM to be
valid.
8. Any full member of RAG is eligible to vote.
9. Positions are open to all full members of RAG. Students
can run for multiple positions but cannot hold more than
one. The result of each position is to be announced
immediately after the vote to ensure that students do not
get voted into two positions.

Passed at UEC: 24/11/10 Passed at Hull University
Union Council: 13/12/10
Updated: JM/KB Passed at

UEC: 6 April 2016 Passed at
UC: 11 April 2016
Updated: DG/AJ
Passed at UC: 8 May 2017
Passed at UC: 13 November 2017
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Union Council Motion
Title of motion:
Should all clubs and societies have Wellbeing Mentors?

What do you want to change?
Introduce Wellbeing Mentors to all clubs and societies associated
with Hull University Students’ Union

Why do you want to change it?
The national mental health crisis is apparent across all aspects
of higher education, and the University of Hull is no exception to
this. Mental health and all-round welfare is the frontline that
students find themselves on. Despite the mental health support
team creating an extra two-hundred bookable appointments, they
continuously find themselves at full capacity and there is still a
desperate need for extra support for our students.
Student Minds conducted a research piece around the importance of
peer support; the support provided by and for people with similar
conditions and experiences. Peer support can provide benefits not
only to those receiving the support, but also for those giving the
support by empowering, reducing stigmas, and motivating groups of
people to talk about mental health. The University is currently
trialling a peer support programme, but there is more that the
Union could be doing.
As it stands, some clubs and societies have Welfare Officers (or
their equivalent) on their committees. These people receive
signposting training however this is not mandatory training and is
often delivered by the President of Inclusivity and Diversity off
their own back. Not all committees have this position, but those
who do state that they find it effective and helpful having
someone who they feel comfortable approaching for advice.
Despite the amazing work of the current welfare officers, the
position can sometimes be misused. These people are volunteers
with only a small amount of training and are not professionals,
and it is a worry that the title implies that they are. Therefore,
the decision to change this to ‘Wellbeing Mentors’ implies that
they are volunteers that are there to promote the services
available, and not to council people themselves.
A key part to note is that this is not creating another mandatory
committee position for clubs and societies. This position will be
a volunteer position (rather than elected at AGMs) and can be
filled by any of its members, not just a committee member. This is

to promote inclusivity within clubs/societies and make it a more
approachable role

What do you want Hull University Union to
do?:
Hull University Student’s Union should promote the importance of
having Wellbeing Mentors to each of the clubs/societies, and will
have the power to keep track of those who do and do not.
Hull University Students’ Union will also be able to contact
clubs/societies without Mentors, and attempt to promote within the
club where necessary.
The Wellbeing Mentors will also have contact with the President of
Inclusivity and Diversity, and will go through mandatory welfare
training at the beginning of the role.

Proposer:
Seconder:

Ryan Parker (Councillor of Scrutiny Sport)
Abi Morris (President of Inclusivity and Diversity)

Vanessa Igbenador (AU Inclusivity and Diversity Officer) Lucy
Satur (Representative for Woman in Sport)

Back in March 2019 when I ran for President of the Students’ Union, the main focus of
my manifesto was to put students at the heart of the Union. After talking with our
CEO, we would like to see students being put back into the name and brand of the
organisation – we were thinking Hull Students’ Union. A lot of people do not always
see us as a Students’ Union and often confuse us with the University. This is also more
in line with other Students’ Unions such as YUSU (York University Students’ Union)
and NUSU (Newcastle University Students’ Union). This proposal may seem like a
small change but could make a big difference in how people perceive us and ensuring
that we truly are student-focused!
We would see this as being a natural transition with items like lanyards and
signposting needing to be replaced soon anyway, digital presence being easily
changed when needed and uniforms also being updated as we get new staff.
This would not be a legal change, but a brand change. We would retain the strapline
of Hull University Union and the charity number at the bottom of all documents.

